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Click here to see examples of previous works in this category. made by an instrument on a surface and may include
formal, realistic and/or abstract imagery.

Serbicki did an amazing job of providing an extremely manageable course load while giving us opportunities
to improve our writing and reading skills. Benefits Understand which instructional strategies are best suited to
teaching writing skills, and gain specific examples for implementing these strategies. Serbecki has years of
experience teaching AP English Literature, and it shows. We covered a range of literature in the first semester,
discussed various literary devices, and analyzed the texts thoroughly. In addition to the artwork, students may
submit an word Artist Statement at least 50 words answering the following questions: What idea or visual
investigation does your portfolio explore? It had the right amount of course work without sacrificing the rigor
AP courses should provide. She has been recognized for her writing in the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards,
and has published in numerous literary magazines as well as on Cogito. Somebody once told me that Knowing
the truth is like Putting a candle into your eye And watching it swallow the miles and miles Of memories
trapped in the iris They explained that St. For example, a sculpture entry as part of a portfolio is allowed up to
four images, while a photography entry is allowed one image. Why is this exploration important to you?
Serbicki was a kind, encouraging, and experienced teacher who provided thoughtful comments on my essays,
was always available to answer questions, and really helped me grow as a writer, providing students with a
multitude of tools and knowledge that were invaluable both on the exam and for developing writing, critical
thinking, research, analysis, and time management skills. However, Mrs. This was not the case with this
course. The last line is a gem; it reminds me of some of the best late French surrealist poems like those of
Michaux who expressed the same emotions. Access and download free reproducible activities, rubrics for
assessing student writing, writing assessment examples, writing checklists, and more for classroom use.
Seniors may submit up to two Art Portfolios, but may not submit the same work in both portfolios. Do not
include any identifying information, such as your name, in the title of your portfolio or the works included in
the submission. She keeps the telephone, and at night she looks in the mirror and is alone in the glass.
Drawing and Illustration, Mixed Media, etc. When they call her they begin, Up until now he was lucky. You
have been instrumental in helping me improve as a writer. Examine samples of writing rubrics, proficiency
scales, and checklists, and learn effective teaching methods to use them as assessment and instructional tools.
Serbicky made sure to give me the help and support necessary to succeed in this tricky area. You will be able
to indicate if you want to submit a work a part of a portfolio only, an individual submission only, or both on
your student dashboard. Learning to formulate my thoughts quickly by preparing for the timed essays was
something that translated into my other school subjects and into writing speeches and articles, and is
something I am truly glad to have learned this year through taking AP English Language and Composition. I
totally felt prepared for the test thanks to this class! Home Educator verified owner â€” July 10, Mrs. When
not writing, she enjoys reading over old novels, managing the website Better Than Wikinotes, and catching
raindrops on her tongue. Working with timed essays, difficult exam questions, and exploring new texts and
materials were all highlights of the year. For anyone facing a potentially busy schedule but still seeking a
challenge in the English subject, this is the course for you. Serbicky enough for all of the help she has given
me this last year! Third Place by Catherine Wong Little things. She would like to thank everyone who has
encouraged and supported her writing, especially her friends. When they call to tell her she is waiting in a line
of a thousand cars. He packs a bracelet knotted with pewter charm horses, a four-leaf clover in a block of
stone, a book on how to fold a thousand paper birds as a charm. Serbicki taught us. I highly recommend this
course, as I genuinely enjoyed it and believe it truly prepared me to preform well on the exam and write
confidently and skillfully going forward! There were also a variety of opportunities for extra credit and
additional practice incorporated into our homework. Ilinca D.


